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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the following O.D.E. 
4”(t) + V’(q(t)) = 0, qE WR ~N\{o}), (1.1) 
where q”(t) is the second derivative of q(z), v’(x) is the gradient of the 
function I/ at x. and 
-1 
V(x) = yp + W(x), WE C’(W, R), c? > 0. (1.2) 
Many recent papers concern the study of periodic solutions of (1.1). In 
particular, under suitable assumptions on tx and W, the existence of 
periodic solutions of prescribed period has been proved in [l-5, 7-11, 
13-151. 
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Since system ( 1.1) is autonomous, the energy 
E(q, 4’) = i Id( + Vdt)) 
is constant along the solutions of (1.1). So it makes sense to ask if there are 
periodic solutions of (1.1) with prescribed energy rather then with a 
prescribed period. 
The aim of this paper is to contribute to the solution of this problem. We 
prove the following result: 







Zf there exists 0 < p < R such that h(p) B h(R), then for every constant h 
such that 
0) h E ChR), !O)l, 
(ii) h - V(x) > 0, Vx: p < 1x1 d R, 
there exists at least one nonconstant periodic solution q of (1.1) having 
energy h and such that p 6 lq( t)l < R, Vt E [w. 
(1.4) Remark. If a E ]0,2] then the existence of periodic solutions of 
prescribed energy strongly depends on the perturbation W. 
On the other hand if a > 2 and the perturbation W is bounded in C’ 
there exist always periodic solutions of large prescribed energy. More 
exactly for any h 2 h(R) there exists a periodic solution qh of energy h and 
lim h+ +m ll~/IllL~=0~ 
Theorem (1.3) is a corollary of the following theorem which will be 
proved in Section 2. 
(1.5) THEOREM. Let O<p<R, hE[W, VEC’((XEIW~:~~~X~~R},[W), 
N Z 2 such that 
(i) h-V(x)-f(V’(x),x)<O, Vx:Ixl=p, 
(ii) h-V(x)-f(V’(x),x)>O,Vx:Ix~=R, 
(iii) h - V(x) > 0, Vx: p < 1x1 <R. 
Then there exsts at least one nonconstant periodic solution q of (1.1) 
having energy h and such that p < I q( t)l < R, Vt E R. 
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(1.6) Remark. Very simple examples show that if assumptions (i) and 
(ii) are not satisfied, Theorem (1.5) in general is not true. 
Indeed if V(x) = cp( 1x1) where cp E C’(R, IR) it is a simple calculation to 
verify that a circle 
is a T-periodic solution of (1.1) iff 
4n2r = T2q’(r); 
hence it is a periodic solution of ( 1.1) having energy 
h = 4 Iq’(t)l’+ V(q(t)) = +p’(r) + rp(r). 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
If q(s) = (-l/s’) with a 3 2, the only periodic solutions of (1.1) with 





where r is their radius. 
Then if 0 < p < R there are periodic solutions of (1.1) having energy h 
and lying in {XE RN: p < 1x1 <R} iff assumptions (i) and (ii) of (1.5) are 
satisfied. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM (1.5) 




On the Hilbert space X we consider the scalar product 
(u,w),=J; (u~,n;‘)dr+(sbudr,sdw~~), 
where ( , ) is the standard scalar product in RN. 
’ That is, X is the space of the absolutely continuous curves q: [0, l] -+ RN such that 
q’ E L*(O, 1; RN) and q(0) = q( 1). 
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Let x E C2(]p, R[, R+) be such that 
1 
0) x(s)=(~-~)~ if s is “near” p, 
1 
(ii) ~(s)=(~-~)~ if s is “near” R, 
(2.1) 
(iii) x(s) = 0 if P+R s is “near” - 
2 ’ 
(iv) x”(s) > 0 for every s E ]p, R [ 
Let f, E C ‘(A, Iw) be such that 
.L(q)= ‘1’ Iq’12dt 
(2 0 >( J-; (h- v(qw)+&j~ x(lql)dt, E>O. (2.2) 
(2.3) Remark. Because of the behaviour of ~(1x1) on the boundary of 
(XE UV: p < 1x1 < R) it is not difIicult to verify that if (q,J,,. N is a sequence 
of elements of A weakly convergent o 4, 
ijEd/l implies lim f6(qn)= +co 
n- -COD 
(cf., e.g., [6, 141). 
For every E > 0 we shall find a critical point qE for f, (i.e., f:(qE)u = 0 
Vu E X),2 and we shall prove that there exists a sequence E, -+ 0 such that 
qEn converges in H2,2 to a solution of our problem. 
It is a required property of compactness which is proved in the following 
lemma. 
(2.4) LEMMA. Let (qn)noN be a sequence of elements of A such that 
sup,f,(q,)< +a and limn++, llfXsn)llx=~. Then (qJnsN has a sub- 
sequence converging to 4 fz A. 
ProojY Since x( Iq,(t)l ) 2 0 for every n and t, and because of assumption 
(iii) of Theorem (1.5) i JA lq;l’ dt is bounded. Since qn is bounded also 
in L”, up to a subsequence, there exists SG ii such that q,, is weakly 
convergent o 4. 
By Remark (2.3), 4 E /1, and by standard arguments we can prove that 
qn + ij in X when n goes to + co. m 
‘We denote by f:(q) the Frechet derivative off, at q which can be identified with an 
element of Xby virtue of ( , )*. 
?OS.RZ I-5 
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Notice that because of assumption (iii) of (2.1) there exists 6 > 0 small 
enough and independent of E satisfying the following property3: 
Vq E A with fJq) < 6 
and QE [0, 11, where Cql = j-i q(T) dr. (2.5) 
Moreover if we set 
gc2(p + R)2 sup (h- V(x))=M, 
1x1 =(P + RI/2 
A4 does not depend on E and for every circle q of minimal period 1 (see 
(1.7) with T= 1) lying on the sphere of radius (p + R)/2 
Now using the deformation lemma (cf., e.g., [18]) and the method of 
Lusternick and Fet to find nontrivial closed geodesics on a manifold 
without a boundary (see [12] or [15]) we can get the following 
(2.7) LEMMA. Let A = (qEH’*‘(S’): p < [q(t)1 -CR trt~ [0, l]}. Let 
fe C’(A, R) and 
M = sup f(q): q(t) = r(x)[ (cos 271t) e, + (sin 2rrt) e,] + x, x E RN, 
. 
Assume: 
(i) 36~0: 9q+(1-9)((p+R)/2)[q]/l[q]lEA VqEA withf(q)<6 
and 9 E [0, 11, where [q] = j: q(r) dz. 
(ii) Every sequence (qn)nc N of elements of A such that 6 < f (4”) < M 
and lim, _ + oD 11 f ‘(qn) II = 0 has a subsequence converging to an element of A. 
(iii) V(4JncN is a sequence of elements of A converging to an element 
of aA then lim,, +ao f(q,,) = +co. 
’ Notice that under this condition there is a homotopy H: [0, l] x {fC < 6) + {f, <s’} 
(with 6’>6 and 6’56) between {f,<6} and 9’-‘, 
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(iv) On the constant loops q(t) = y with ye I+‘” and lyl = (p + R)/2, 
we hauef(q) < 6. 
Then f has a critical point q E A such that 
ddf(q)<M. 
By (2.5), Lemma (2.4), Remark (2.3), and (2.l)(iii) f, verities assump- 
tions of Lemma (2.7). Then f, has a critical point qE such that 
O<JGf,(q,)GM (2.8) 
where 6 and A4 are independent of E and defined at (2.5) and (2.6), respec- 
tively. 
Notice that if N = 2 the existence of a critical point qE satisfying (2.8) can 
be easily obtained minimizing f, on the class of the curves in A which are 
not homotopically equivalent to the constant curves. 
Since qE is a critical point for f, we have 
Then qE is the restriction to the interval [0, l] of a periodic curve 
belonging to C2([w, ( x E RN: p < 1x1 < R}) such that 
VfER, VE>O. 
(2.11) LEMMA. There exists a sequence E, ;: 0 such that 
(a) qEn weakfy converges in H2,* to q E A. 
(b) There exists 1 E L2(0, 1; [w) such that 
(i) (J,%h - v(q)) dr) q”(t) + (i fh Ml2 dT) I) 
= 4~)(q(~Yld~)l) a.e. in CO, 11. 
(ii) A(t) = 0 Vt: p < [q(t)1 < R. 
(iii) L(t)<0 a.e. in {tE [0, 11: [q(t)1 =p}. 
(iv) A(t)20 a.e. in {TV [0, 11: Iq(t)l = R). 
(2.10) 
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(2.12) Remark. Equation (i) of (2.11)(b) can be interpreted as the 
Euler-Lagrange equation relative to a “critical point from below” for the 
functional 
with respect o the obstacle {x E RN: p 6 1x1 < R}, in the sense of the theory 
developed in [17, 191 for the geodesics with obstacle. 
However, in our case, it is simpler to give a direct proof of Lemma (2.11) 
rather then to apply such a theory. 
We also recall that the above functional has been introduced by 
Van Groesen (see [20] and its references). In such a paper he studied the 
“duality relation” between this functional and the usual Lagrange func- 
tional 
(where T > 0) and gave some applications. 
Proof of Lemma (2.11). By (2.8) and assumption (iii) of (1.5), 
4 1; [q:j 2 dr is bounded independently of E. 
Now let v E C’(R”‘, RN) such that 
v(x)=E if Ixl=p, v(x)=& if 1x1 = R. 
Then if at (2.9) we put u = v(q,) we prove the existence of a real constant 
K independent of E such that 
E s ; Ix’(lqel)l dt<K V&E 10, 11. (2.13) 
Let E E 10, 11. By (2.10) qi is bounded in L’, so q: is bounded in L”. 
Now 
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therefore, since (iii) of (1.5) holds, q: is bounded in L2, qz is bounded in 
L’, and v’ is of class C’, there exist two constants M,, M, independent of 
E such that 
because of (2.13), and therefore 1lql11 i2 is bounded. Since I(qE(( ta is bounded 
we get (a). 
Let us prove (b). By (2.10), up to a subsequence, 
weakly converges to A-% in L2, 
I41 
(2.14) 
where A E L2(0, 1; R), so by (2.9) we get (i) of (b) and by (2.10) we get also 
(ii) of (b). 
In order to prove (iii) of (b) notice that by (2.1) there exists 6,>0 such 
that 
I4 -P <Jo implies I’( 1x1) < 0. 
Therefore by the convergence (up to a subsequence) of q, to q in L”, there 
exists &o > 0 such that 
v.2 E IO, EOC and VtEC,:=(tE~O,l]:Jq(t)J=p}, (2.15 
we have x’(lq8(t)l)<0. 
4 Notice that we can assume sh EX’( Iq,I)(q6/jq,j, q:) dr > 0 without loss of generality. 
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Now by (2.9) we have 
s 
1 
=& Vu E L’(O, 1; W”). (2.16) 
0 
Let C+ c C, such that 
4t) > 0, vtEC+. 
If in (2.16) we put u = (q//41) I,+ where 
if tEC+ 
if tE [0, l]\C+, 
by (i) of (b) and (2.15) when E goes to 0 we get 
s I(t)dt<O. c+ 
Therefore n(t) < 0 a.e. in C,. 
Analogously we can prove (iv) of (b). i 
Proof of Theorem (1.5). It suffices to prove that 
l(t) = 0 a.e. in [0, 11. 
In fact if (2.17) holds by (i) of (b) q E C*(O, 1; RN) and 
(2.17) 
’ (h- V(q))dr)qi’(t)+(;[; lq’l*di) V’(q(t))=O, VtE [O, 11. 
(2.18) 
Now q(O)=q(l) and q’(O)=q’(l) because of (a) of (2.11) and the 
periodicity of qE. Then q is the restriction to the interval [0, l] of a 
l-periodic solution of class C* which solves (2.18) Vt E R. (Notice that q is 
nonconstant because of (2.8) and (2.13).) 
Moreover there exists E independent of t such that 
(h - Uq)) df) ; Iq’(t)l’- (; j-i WI* dr) (h - Vdt))) = 6 
and integrating from 0 to 1, E = 0. 
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Now, by assumption (iii) of Theorem (1.5), j,$h - V(q)) dz > 0; hence 
(l/2) jh IdI2 dz 
’ = I;(h - P’(q)) dz E lo’ + ac 
and the curve q(t) = q(t/,,&) is a nonconstant periodic solution of ( 1.1) of 
class C2, having energy h and such that p < jkj(t)l < R, Vt E [w. 
To prove (2.17) we shall use assumptions (i) and (ii) of (1.5). By (i) of 
(b) it suffices to prove that 
and 
a.e. in {tE [0, 11: [q(t)1 =p} (2.19) 
(V’(q(t)l, q(t))) GO 
a.e. in {TV [0, 11: Iq(t)l = R}. (2.20) 
Since Iq(t)l’ is constant in C,= {t E [0, 11: \q(t)l =p} we get 
(q’(t), q(t)) = 0 a.e. in C, (2.21) 
and 
(q”(t), q(t)) + Iq’(t)l’=O a.e. in C,. 
Therefore to prove (2.19) it suffices to verify that 
- <V’(dt)l,q(t)))20 
a.e. in C,. 
(2.22) 
Now by (2.21) and (i) of (b) we get 
’ (h- WW~)f IqWl”+(; j; Wl’m) V- Udt)))=Eo 
a.e. in [0, 11, where E, is a real constant independent of t, and integrating 
from 0 to 1, E, = 0. 
Then it suffices to prove that 
(h- v(dt)N+(; jol ld12d~) <J”(q(t)l,dt)))aO 
a.e. in C,, and this is an immediate consequence of assumption (i) of (1.5). 
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Analogously we can prove (2.20) using assumption (ii) and complete the 
proof of Theorem (1.5). 1 
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